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About This Game

Devoid of all memory, a small pierrot awakens early one Oktober morning, down by an abandoned railway line. Help him
navigate his mysterious world, but beware, for the further he wanders from the rigid safety of the railroad, the more unsettling his

surroundings become. . .

Genre: exploration/adventure
Game length: 6-8 hours

Ages: 12+

Gameplay:

Railroad tracks is a 2D exploration based adventure game about a lonely circus artist who has fallen into amnesia. The goal of
the game is to recover his lost memories. As you progress through his surreal twilight world, certain events and areas evoke

vivid episodes of involuntary recollection that recall his unsettling past. And what are those demons that lurk around?

Game instrutions:

Movement: arrow keys
Enter/Exit Menu: [X]

Select/Save: [C]
Fullscreen: [Alt] + [Enter]
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Once collected, memories can be selected from the in-game menu in order to transport Pierrot back to the place where the
memory was initially found. After collecting all 16 memories, endgame is unlocked.

And if you are ever lost, remember: just follow the railroad tracks. . .
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Developer:
socah development
Publisher:
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Septerra Core Sticky Apps :: Monitor Ping Quible Sphere Version 1.2.2 released!:
Hello!

This update took an embarrassingly long time to get out. I just encountered problem after problem, but it's finally here!

Here are the changes:

 Added the ability to unlock the cursor.

 Greatly improved the leaderboards. You can now see more players, around you, and friends only.

 Fixed a bug with the ticking sound.

 Fixed the music starting to play at max volume in the main menu.

. Second Patch Notes: October 18 2018:
Our second update for The Haunted Graveyard is now live! Highlights include:

Options Menu. Third Patch Notes: November 20 2018:
Just in time for Thanksgiving (???) we've got a significant free update for The Haunted Graveyard!

Spookier Old Vault. Substance Designer 2019 Short Circuit VR The Haunted Graveyard Fourth Patch Notes: December 14
2018:
Happy holidays from The Haunted Graveyard!

Silent Night. Version 1.2.0 released!:
Hello all!

I've released a new smaller update to include a feature I probably should've included in the previous version.

Added rate prompt whenever you complete a custom level.

Have fun!. Version 1.2.1 released!:
Hello everyone!

A small new update has been released!
The changes are:

Fixed scrolling not working in settings when paused.

Fixed custom levels not showing the entire entry when scrolling.

. Patch Notes: October 11 2018:
We've released our first patch for The Haunted Graveyard! Highlights include:

Pause Menu Improvements. Version 1.1.0 released!:
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Hello all!

I've released a new update that should be automatically applied to your game!

The changes are:

Added controls remapping

Added missing text about rotating in level editor help

Added jump help message in first jump level

Small performance improvements

Fixed being able to respawn while paused

Fixed being able to jump while paused

Fixed the pause menu disappearing if you spammed the back button

Fixed the player being able to double jump

If you find any issues, please make a thread in the discussions section!

Thanks, and have fun!. Welcome to the Haunted Graveyard!:
We hope you enjoy your visit. :) Our team of passionate VR fans has been working on this project for many months and we are
eager to welcome you to this spooky new world.

Our initial release was very focused on novice VR users who visit VRcades. We will be adding some additional options for more
experienced VR users very soon including locomotion settings.

Stay tuned and enjoy October in the Haunted Graveyard!

— Holospark VR Team
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